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Diamond Grading Guide
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience more or less lesson, amusement, as
skillfully as harmony can be gotten by just checking out a books diamond grading guide as well
as it is not directly done, you could take on even more going on for this life, just about the world.
We present you this proper as capably as easy mannerism to acquire those all. We meet the
expense of diamond grading guide and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. in the middle of them is this diamond grading guide that can be your partner.
Just like with library books, when you check out an eBook from OverDrive it'll only be loaned to you
for a few weeks before being automatically taken off your Kindle. You can also borrow books
through their mobile app called Libby.
Diamond Grading Guide
DIAMOND GRADING CHART. Every diamond certified by the GIA undergoes a thorough, independent
evaluation. Here you will learn how GIA diamond grades are established, and how those grades
affect the diamond's price. Each of the four C's (Carat Weight, Cut, Color, Clarity) is accompanied
by a diamond chart illustrating the differences between grades.
4 C's of Diamonds | Diamond Grading Chart
The GIA scale measures the color grade of diamonds, size, position, and nature of the diamond, as
well as the other three C’s of diamond grading: carat, clarity, and diamond “cut” grade. There are
11 different grades in the GIA diamond grading scale.
Diamond Certification: Guide to GIA Diamond Grading
The GIA Diamond Grading Report includes an assessment of a diamond’s 4Cs – color, clarity, cut,
and carat weight – along with a plotted diagram of its clarity characteristics and a graphic
representation of the diamond’s proportions.
GIA Diamond Grading Reports | 4Cs of Diamond Quality by GIA
GIA defines their clarity grading scale as follows: Flawless (FL) No inclusions or blemishes are visible
to a skilled grader using 10x magnification Internally Flawless (IF) No inclusions and only minor
blemishes are visible to a skilled grader using 10x magnification VVS1 and VVS2 Very Slightly
Included (VS1 and VS2) Slightly Included (SI1 and SI2) Imperfect (I1, I2, and I3) DIAMOND CUT
Diamond cut is one of the "four Cs" used to determine the overall quality, and therefore the price,
of a ...
4Cs of Diamond | GIA Diamond Grading Guide
GIA Diamond Grading Scales: The Universal Measure of Quality. March 14, 2013. The prospect of
purchasing a diamond may seem daunting, but through GIA, an unbiased authority on diamonds,
you have several handy resources to help you select the highest quality diamond. First up, an
overview of the 4Cs: Color, Clarity, Cut, and Carat Weight. GIA created the 4Cs (Color, Clarity, Cut
and Carat Weight) as a universal method for establishing the quality of any diamond, anywhere in
the world.
GIA Diamond Grading Scales: The Universal Measure of ...
Diamond Grading, Grades. When purchasing certified diamonds it is important to understand the
diamond grading criteria used by the laboratories performing the certification. Diamond grading
covers numerous aspects of each individual diamond's qualities, but there are four grades which
are critical to understand: cut; clarity;
Diamond Grading, Diamond Grades, Quality, Certification
Diamond Grading: The 4 C's. The 4 C's, when referring to diamond value, are color, clarity, carat
weight and cut. All four factors are equally important in determining the final cost of a diamond.
The criteria for diamond grading, most respected internationally, was developed by the
Gemological Institute of America (the G.I.A.).
Diamond Grading - Gemology Online
Well, my answer is: it depends on your personal preferences and objectives. Technically speaking,
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the best ratings a diamond can achieve in terms of its material properties are: D color and flawless.
These diamonds are extremely rare and command an excessively high premium in their prices.
Diamond Ratings And Quality – The Definitive Guide
These five roles in diamond grading include size, nature, number, location, and the relief of the
inclusions.
Diamond Clarity: Grading Scale & Chart | The Ultimate ...
Diamond Cut does not refer to a diamond’s shape, but to the proportion and arrangement of its
facets and the quality of workmanship. The amount of brilliance, sparkle and fire in a diamond is
determined by cut. Grades range from ‘Excellent’ to ‘Poor.’ Diamond Carat refers to a diamond’s
weight. Generally speaking, the higher the carat weight, the more expensive the stone.
Learn How to Buy a Diamond with the GIA Diamond Buying ...
The Gemological Institute of America (GIA) color scale is the industry standard for diamond grading.
The GIA diamond color grades range from D (colorless) to Z (light yellow or brown). Many people
ask why the GIA diamond grading scale starts at D. Arcane systems used grades of A-C, 1-3, and IIII, etc.
Diamond Color: Grade Chart and Buying Tips | Blue Nile
The GIA Diamond Clarity Scale has 6 categories, some of which are divided, for a total of 11 specific
grades. Flawless (FL) No inclusions and no blemishes visible under 10x magnification. Internally
Flawless (IF) No inclusions visible under 10x magnification.
What is Diamond Clarity | The 4Cs of Diamond Quality by GIA
For instance, a diamond graded as SI1 in clarity and H in color by GIA/AGS could be VS1 in clarity
and F in color for IGI/EGL. Such a diamond would be worth much more because the color and clarity
grades are better than what GIA/AGS would rate. Unfortunately, many jewelry stores try to sell
diamonds with IGI/EGL grading reports to their customers.
What Are the Best Diamond Grading Labs? Which Should You ...
Diamond professionals use the grading system developed by GIA in the 1950s, which established
the use of four important factors to describe and classify diamonds: Clarity, Color, Cut, and Carat
Weight. Diamonds can be fashioned into a variety of shapes and still be beautiful. These are known
as the 4Cs.
Diamond Quality Factors - All About Gemstones - GIA
More commonly known as a “diamond certificate”, the grading report contains specific details about
the qualities and characteristics of a diamond. As a consumer, the grading report is your assurance
that you are getting exactly what is described in the piece of diamond jewelry.
How to Read a Diamond Grading Report or Certificate (A ...
Each diamond is unique and is a miracle of time, place and change. And each has specific qualities
that establish its value. Until the middle of the twentieth century, there was no agreed-upon
standard by which diamonds could be judged. GIA created the first, and now globally accepted
standard for describing diamonds: Color, Clarity, Cut and Carat Weight.
4Cs of Diamond Quality by GIA | Learn about Diamond Buying ...
Diamond Grading Lab Class ... The Comprehensive Guide. Read Article. Research. Explore research
on diamond history and diamond grading. The Very Deep Origin of the World’s Biggest Diamonds.
Evan M. Smith, Steven B. Shirey, and Wuyi Wang , Jan 26, 2018 Read Article. Diamond Cut: The
Wow Factor ...
Natural Diamonds | Diamond Stone – GIA C
On GIA Colored Diamond Grading Reports, colored diamonds are graded in order of increasing color
strength, from Faint, Very Light, Light, Fancy Light and Fancy to Fancy Intense, Fancy Vivid, Fancy
Dark and Fancy Deep. Fancy Intense and Fancy Vivid generally command higher prices.
Colored Diamonds | Fancy Colored Diamonds - GIA
Certificates are a grading report of your diamond’s 4 C’s conducted by a qualified gemologist using
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special equipment. This is to ensure that what you’re paying for is what you’re getting. Because the
4 C’s are often impossible to recognize to the untrained eye, it’s important to make sure a
professional has gone over your diamonds.
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